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I am applying for an AIBS Conference Travel Grant to support my upcoming trip
to the International Society for Cultural I-Iistory 2010 conference, titled "Cultural
Histories: Close Readings, Critical Syntheses." The conference will take place from 26 30 May, 2010 in Turku, Finland (http://iscli201O.ut~1.fi/i1idex,uhe;
my paper is listed
My paper entitled
under Session 1, Decolonization at litt~~:l/isch2010.~1tu.fi/sessions.~liu).
"Bengali Muslim "Culture" and Ideas of Pakistan: Cultural History atid Decolonization,
1940-1947" exanlines the role of ideas of Bengali cultural autonotny within the Pakistan
movement of the 1940s.
This paper coniprises the bulk of a chapter in my forthcoming book manuscript
provisionally entitled Recastir7g the Region: Bengoli Mzrslir?l Cztltural Histoqi and the

Intellectual History ofDecolonization in South Asia. This book, aimed at multiple
audiences, concertis the role of ideas of culture and linguistic and literary distinctiveness
within Bengali Musliln circles from the 1870s tlirougli the 1950s emergence of a
language lnovelnent to establish the primacy of Bengali in the post-1947 Pakistani state.
Though not directly a study of Bangladesh, the book argues for the centrality of late
colonial and early post-colonial politics within the 1011gueduree of East Bengali and after
1971, Bangladeshi history. Though the bulk of this book concerns the pre-1947 period, I

sketch continuities between the politics of Bengali M L I S ~politics
~ I ~ I in the East Pakistan
era and the emergence of Bangladesh with the late colonial period, in particular from the
1920s onward. This work will hold relevance for the historiography of Bangladesh as it
considers the role of East Pakistan, decolonization, and often overlooked periods in
Bengal's history within the making of Bangladesh's historical foundations. Furthermore,
by looking at the cultural and intellectual dimensions of debates about Bengali Muslim
cultural autonomy, the book also will provide a useful alternative to the political and
state-centred histories that dominate the literature on Pakistan and Bangladesh.
Traveling to this conference will enable me to learn from practicing cultural
historians working in South Asia, European, and American fields and thereby enlarge my
scope of approaches toward my topic of Bengali Muslim studies. I also aim to generate
discussion about the inclusion of Bengali Muslin1 topics - the engagement between Islam
and Bengali language traditions, the relationship between pan-Indic Islamic traditions and
Bengali local specificity, and the rising tide of various traditions folklore collection
(notably Gennan-inspired) - into larger conversations about how to apprehend changes in
ideas of culture in an area usually dominated by scholars working in European or
American fields. This paper about ideas of culture utilized in the Pakistan movement
builds upon an earlier chapter of mine about the usage of Gerrilanic models of folklore in
the construction of Bengali Muslin1 linguistic and literary identities and I hope to discuss
the larger implications of placing Bengali Musli~ilagents inside of a global cultural
history.
I've included a budget below with a total of $2,830 as my total cost. My
department, in tandem with my institution's College of Arts and Sciences, has committed
a total of $2,000 to defray costs. This leaves $830 as the remaining amount that I would

